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Abstract

This paper reports our initial experiments with using external ATP and premise selection methods on some corpora built with the HOL Light system. The testing is done in three different settings, corresponding to those used earlier for evaluating such methods on the Mizar/MML corpus. This is intended to provide the first estimate about the usefulness of such external reasoning and AI systems for solving problems over HOL Light and its libraries.

1 Motivation

Usage of external first-order ATPs like Vampire [22], E [24], SPASS [30], and recently also SMT solvers like Z3 [6] for ITP-based (large-theory) formalization has been developed quite significantly in the recent decade. Particularly in the Isabelle community, the Isabelle/Sledgehammer [3, 2] bridge to such external tools is getting increasingly popular. This helps to further develop various parts of the technology involved. ATPs have recently gained the ability to quickly load large theories over large signatures and work with them. Methods for automated selection of relevant knowledge and for proof guidance are actively developed, together with specialized automated systems targeted at particular mathematical domains. Formats and translation methods handling more formalization-friendly foundations are being defined, and metasystems that decide which ATP, translation method, strategy, parallelization, and premises to use to solve a given problem with limited resources are being designed. Cooperation of humans and computers over large corpora of formal knowledge is an interesting field, allowing exploration of new AI systems and combinations of different AI techniques that can attempt to encode concepts like analogy and intuition, and rigorously evaluate their usefulness. Perhaps not only Hilbert and Turing, but also the formality-opposing and intuition-oriented Poincaré [21] would have been interested to learn about the new “semantic AI paradise” of such large corpora of formal and computer-understandable mathematics (from which we do not intend to be expelled).

The HOL Light [10] system is probably the first among the existing well-known ITPs which has integrated and extensively used a general ATP procedure, the MESON tactic [11]. Hurd has developed and benchmarked early bridges [12, 13] between HOL and external systems, and his Metis system [14] has also become a significant part of the Isabelle/Sledgehammer bridge to ATPs [20]. Using the very detailed Otter/Ivy [15] proof objects, Harrison also later implemented a bridge from HOL Light to Prover9 [17].

HOL Light however does not yet have a general bridge to large-theory ATP/AI methods, similar to Isabelle/Sledgehammer or MizAR [27, 28], which would attempt to automatically
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12012 is not just the year of Turing [9], but also of Poincaré, whose ideas about creativity and invention involving random, intuition-guided exploration confirmed by critical evaluation quite correspond to what AI metasystems like MaLARea [29] try to emulate in the large-theory formal setting.
solve a new goal by selecting the relevant knowledge from the large library and running (possibly several) external ATPs on such (possibly several alternative) premise selections. HOL Light seems to be a natural candidate for adopting such methods, because of the amount of work already done in this direction mentioned above, and also thanks to HOL Light’s foundational closeness to Isabelle/HOL. Also, it seems that thanks to the Flyspeck project [8], HOL Light is becoming less of only a “single, very knowledgable formalizer” tool, and also getting increasingly used as a “tool for interested mathematicians” (particularly Vietnamese 2) that know the large libraries much less and have much less experience with crafting their own targeted proof tactics. For such ITP users it is good to provide a small number of strong methods that allow fast progress.

The work reported here consists of several experiments intended to give an initial information about the usefulness of building such a bridge for HOL Light. The evaluation tries to follow the pattern introduced for Mizar/MML in [25, 26]:

1. Evaluate the ATP efficiency on simple ITP steps (“by” in Mizar, MESON in HOL Light).
2. Evaluate the ATP efficiency on re-proving whole theorems in the libraries from their (as exact as possible) proof dependencies.
3. Evaluate the ATP efficiency on proving whole theorems when the premises are chosen from the large library by AI (heuristic, learning) methods.

In general, the work is much less complete and polished than the similar work done for Mizar and Isabelle, and also in much rawer state than the finished work by Harrison and Hurd mentioned above. The first issues are now efficiency and encoding of the export from HOL Light to FOL, and also the compatibility and alignment of the data that we use for re-proving of whole theorems from their dependencies, and from trained advice. But we hope that obtaining the initial results and reporting them and the problems encountered could attract some interest and expert advice with such technical issues, so that the bridges are finished (not necessarily by us) sooner, and the HOL Light and Flyspeck large mathematical corpora become available to ATP and AI research in the same way as the Mizar and Isabelle corpora.

Apart from the attempt to inspire in this section, the rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains how problems in the above categories were prepared, building on the work of Harrison and Adams. Section 3 reports the experiments and results, and Section 4 concludes.

2 Problem Exports

All three kinds of export described below initially rely on using parts of the MESON tactic for exporting the problems to the TPTP FOF format. MESON is based on the model elimination method invented by Loveland [15] and later combined with Prolog-like search tree [16]. The implementation of MESON in HOL-Light first applies a number of tactics that transform the HOL goal to a FOL goal (or multiple goals). The FOL goal is then passed to an ML procedure that returns a proof which is later replayed using HOL Light proof steps. This often means that multiple ATP problems are created from one such MESON call (due to pre-processing), and the formulas are already skolemized. The MESON-based export can become very slow for larger problems, probably depending on the use of higher-order features in the problems. However the export still provides a sufficient number of problems for the first evaluation. Our plan is
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to later switch to TFF1-based (extension of FOF with types and polymorphism) export \[4\], for which for example Why3 \[7\] already has a usable translation tool to FOF by Andrei Paskevich.

Even though MESON uses CNF, we encode it as FOF to get around some syntactic issues with TPTP, and also because large-theory systems have a longer tradition of working on the FOF level. In each problem, apart from the TPTP formulas themselves, we keep as a comment also the original HOL Light goal and assumptions, and their first-order encoding used internally by the MESON tactic. This is intended to help debugging the translation, and we invite interested readers to check that we proceed (at least for most problems) correctly. For the problems created from the full theorems, we additionally keep the name of the theorem inside the problem.

### 2.1 Exporting problems from the original MESON calls

We have first hooked the exporting code into the MESON (and ASM
MESON) tactic itself, to get a large number of TPTP problems corresponding to the HOL Light problems on which the MESON tactic is used. There does not seem to be any issue running this export, so we ran it fully on the core HOL Light, HOL Multivariate, and Flyspeck corpora. The problems created are available online.\[3\] From core HOL Light this yields 2057 problems, from HOL Multivariate 12428, and from Flyspeck 19634. Their average, minimum, and maximum sizes are shown in Table \[1\].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Average size</th>
<th>Minimum size</th>
<th>Maximum size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core HOL Light</td>
<td>2057</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOL Multivariate</td>
<td>12428</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flyspeck</td>
<td>19634</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34119</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These problem sizes (which should additionally be considered as the CNF sizes) are lower than in the problems corresponding to the “by” (atomic justifications) in Mizar. There the dependent types with Horn-like adjective mechanisms are a very significant part of the automation, and particularly in more advanced theories their TPTP encoding can produce tens of formulas.

The HOL Light type system also does not have the additional features like type classes that complicate the problems for Isabelle, and it seems that explicit encoding of the type system in the MESON export is entirely avoided. One guard against type-related unsoundness in MESON seems to be exhaustive instantiation of different polymorphic variants into different (untyped first-order) symbols, including equality (this is probably not difficult in a tableau-based system like MESON). Our export to TPTP currently merges all polymorphic instances of equality into the one standard FOL equality, which can make some TPTP problems unsound.\[4\]

If this all is correct, then it is a bit surprising that the problem sizes (which on our corpora often correlates with first-order ATP difficulty) of the “full-scale ATP” MESON problems that actually appear in the HOL Light corpora look comparable to the problems originating from
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\[4\] We became aware of this issue thanks to the PAAR workshop reviews, and so far we have not tried to measure the influence of such unsoundness in the problems. Some related quantification is available in the work of Hurd and Meng and Paulson.
the Mizar’s “limited-by-design” and “obvious-inference-only” \cite{5,23} atomic justifications. This also hints that HOL Light users might be able to do bigger steps if using external ATPs.

2.2 Exporting theorem problems

The second interesting set of problems is on the “theorem” level of ITP libraries. This level seems to be quite similar in the major ITPs: “theorem” is typically not corresponding to what mathematicians call a theorem, but it is rather a self-sufficient lemma with a formal proof of tens to hundreds lines that can be useful in other formal proofs and hence should be named and exported. Since the ITP proofs can be longer, proving such theorems fully automatically is typically a challenge, which makes such problems suitable for ATP benchmarks, challenges, and competitions.

In Mizar and in Isabelle (done by Blanchette in so far unpublished work) the corresponding ATP problems for theorems can be produced by collecting the dependencies (premises) from the proofs (by suitable tracking mechanisms), and then translating the $Premises \vdash Theorem$ statement to first-order logic. It seems that HOL Light does not provide (at least not out-of-the box) such high-level tracking of dependencies, however there is recent work by Adams in exporting HOL Light to HOL Zero \cite{1} (with cross-verification as the main motivation) that does (also) high-level dependency tracking. We have used these data (dependency table) as follows:

1. First we attempted to synchronize the theorem names used by Adams with our work (there can be different naming conventions). This was an iterative process that we ended when there were 55 remaining differences out of 1782 theorems (possibly caused also by small version difference).

2. Then for each HOL Light theorem, we have replaced the default “prove” function with a function that first looks up the dependencies (in the external dependency table), filters out those that (for whatever reason) do not exist in the current environment, and calls the MESON exporting code described above for the problem $Dependencies \vdash Theorem$.

This is problematic not just because of the possible dependency incompatibilities. The MESON export of some problems can take very long time (one problem that we left overnight took more than five hours), and create very large files (several megabytes). Thousands of formulas are no longer a problem for existing large-theory ATP techniques, but the processing time inside HOL Light makes experiments impractical. This was the main reason why the re-proving experiments based on the dependency information about whole proofs were limited to 1178 HOL Light theorems for which we get the TPTP translation before we encounter such slowdowns. This inefficiency seems to be caused by MESON’s exhaustive treatment of polymorphism, which is not a problem for normal solving of small HOL Light tasks with MESON, but does not scale well to large numbers of premises. We either need to a more efficient implementation of this code in HOL Light \footnote{After reading the first version of this paper, John Harrison started to look at this issue.} or as already mentioned, we might just try to entirely switch from the MESON export to the TFF1 export which will likely avoid major optimizations (those can be done while translating from TFF1 to FOF).

The 1178 theorems give rise to 1993 problems after the MESON export, also available online\footnote{http://mizar.cs.ualberta.ca/~mptp/hh/theorems.tar.gz}. The average number of formulas in them is 46, the maximum is 2469, which means that some of these problem should benefit from premise-selection methods.
2.3 Exporting theorem problems with premise selection

Given the large libraries that have been built with HOL Light, the interesting ATP/AI task is to prove new theorems without having to manually select the relevant premises. ATP problems of this kind are created for Mizar/MML by consistent translation of the whole MML to TPTP, and then letting premise selection algorithms find the most relevant premises for a given theorem \( t \) from the large set of \( t \)-allowed premises (typically those theorems and definitions that were already available when \( t \) was being proved, expressed, e.g., as TPTP include files).

Currently, the MESON export that we use invents specific symbols for each problem, and it is not clear to us if it can be easily modified to translate each HOL Light theorem separately to FOF, so that such separate theorem translations could be later consistently combined into large ATP problems. Again, the TFF1 layer should make this possible.

So in order to do the initial test of how good ATP/AI methods can be when using the whole available HOL Light theory at each point, we put the premise selection directly inside HOL Light. This is done as follows:

1. First we train (using the SNoW system in naive Bayes mode) a premise selector on the proof dependency data by Adams. Similar to such training on MML data, HOL Light symbols are used for the input-feature representation of the proved theorems, and the necessary proof dependencies are used as the output features (labels) for the learning. The resulting standalone premise selector is now also accessible online.\(^7\) The 10-fold cross-validation (i.e.: training on 9/10 and testing on 1/10 of the data) gives so far on average about 43% cover of the needed dependencies in the first 100 hits. For Mizar/MML this is about 70% \(^25\). Some of this difference can be caused by bugs in the data processing, but it is also possible that just using symbols for characterizing formulas is weaker on the HOL Light corpora, and using other features (e.g., all formula (sub)terms) will be useful.

2. Then for each HOL Light theorem, we have replaced the default “prove” function with a function that extracts the symbols from the theorem\(^8\) and sends them as a query to the premise selector. The premise selector replies with a list of theorem names ordered by their expected relevance for the goal, from which we again filter out those that do not exist in the current environment. Then we take the \( N \) most relevant of the remaining recommended premises, and call the MESON exporting code for the problem \( \text{RecommendedPremises} \vdash \text{Theorem} \).

This solution is a bit similar to how Isabelle/Sledgehammer selects premises, which is also done internally on Isabelle terms rather than externally on their TPTP representation.\(^9\) However, Isabelle/Sledgehammer now uses a manually taylored relevance filter \(^19\).

The MESON translation with a higher number of premises is however again a bottleneck, so we limit the number of advised premises to 60, and do the export to TPTP only for \( N \) equal to 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60. For the same efficiency reasons (and to have the same set of theorems for all \( N \)) we also stop the export after producing problems for 964 theorems, resulting in about 1700 TPTP problems. The problem numbers can slightly differ for different \( N \), for example for \texttt{NUMPAIR\_INJ\_LEMMA} only one problem is created by the MESON export when using 20 premises,\(^7\)

\(^7\)\url{http://mws.cs.ru.nl/~urban/holdata/isab_adv_demo.html}
\(^8\)We could have used Adams’ data for this too, but this way we can use the premise selector also on conjectures that are not in Adams’ data.
\(^9\)The Isabelle TPTP export now uses consistent symbol naming, so external premise selectors can be already tested on Isabelle data. Some initial (so far unpublished) experiments with the MaLARea system have been started by Blanchette and Urban.
but two problems are created when using 60 premises. Table 2 summarizes the six datasets, which are also available online.

Table 2: Theorem problems (after MESON export) with advised premises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Premises</th>
<th>Theorems</th>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Avg. size/theorem</th>
<th>Avg. size/problem</th>
<th>Max size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>1649</td>
<td>86.32</td>
<td>50.46</td>
<td>882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>1662</td>
<td>136.84</td>
<td>79.37</td>
<td>922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>196.44</td>
<td>112.72</td>
<td>1097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>1683</td>
<td>250.80</td>
<td>143.65</td>
<td>1470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>1687</td>
<td>339.06</td>
<td>193.75</td>
<td>1781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>1687</td>
<td>462.47</td>
<td>264.27</td>
<td>2181</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the higher values of $N$ the average problem sizes reach values that can further benefit from internal ATP large-theory methods developed in the past years. We should also note that in some cases there is currently a total mismatch between the symbols on which the advisor was trained, and the symbols that we extract from the theorem that is to be advised (this can be due to various omissions in the processing and synchronizing of the symbol names with Adams’ data). So again, these problems should be considered as an initial experiment rather than the best of what the current premise selection techniques can achieve.

3 Experiments

We use Vampire 1.8 and E 1.4 on the problems. All ATPs are run with 5s time limit on an Intel Xeon X5650 2.67GHz server with 24GB RAM and 12MB CPU cache. Each problem is always assigned one CPU.

3.1 Using external ATPs to prove the calls to MESON

Table 3 shows the results of running Vampire and E on the MESON problems. The solutions are also online. The problems turn out to be very easy, and the average number of needed Vampire premises is quite low in comparison to the average problem size. One problem (tptp19150.p) has been found countersatisfiable by E. After manually adding an extensionality axiom for functions, both E and Vampire can prove it. It is possible that some knowledge about extensionality of basic constants of HOL is hard-coded in MESON. So far we have not decided to add this axiom to the translation of every problem to FOL, because it is explicitly present in some of the problems. The low number of premises that are actually needed for the proof is also a bit suspicious, but some problems seem to be really trivial (for example, asking to prove that $c \neq c$), which might be partially due to the MESON preprocessing and splitting into multiple problems. There are some harder problems, for example multivariate/tptp13687.p took E to generate 152441 clauses and process 15889 of them.

\[\text{http://mizar.cs.ualberta.ca/~mptp/hh/advised_theorems10.tar.gz}\] and so on for 20 to 60.
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### 3.2 Using external ATPs to prove theorems

Table 4 shows the results of running Vampire and E on the 1993 theorem problems. The solutions are again online. Many problems are reported countersatisfiable by E, which can mean that we are missing some proof dependencies, processing them in a wrong way, or that the completeness of the MESON export is limited (note that for the MESON problems in the previous section we are only using those which succeeded in HOL Light). The average number of premises that Vampire needed for the 519 proofs went a bit higher than in the previous section, but it is still suspiciously low. The overall success rate is 26%, however as mentioned above, these are theorems from the beginning of the core HOL Light corpus, and the export (and thus also likely the problems) get harder later.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Avg. size</th>
<th>V-proved (%)</th>
<th>E-proved (%)</th>
<th>Avg. V-premises</th>
<th>E-CounterSat (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>519 (26%)</td>
<td>517 (26%)</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>876 (44%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3 Using external ATPs to prove theorems with premise selection

Table 5 shows the results of running Vampire and E on the six differently advised batches of theorem problems. The solutions are again online. Advising more premises helps quite a lot, and particularly Vampire is good in handling the larger problems. The advised theorem problems are a subset of those from previous section, so the result of 455 proved by Vampire in the 60-advised batch compares quite well to the 519 proved in the previous section. This seems encouraging, but again, modulo all the possible bugs and imperfections that might be involved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Premises</th>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Avg. size</th>
<th>V-proved (%)</th>
<th>E-proved (%)</th>
<th>Avg. V-premises</th>
<th>E-ContrSat (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1649</td>
<td>50.46</td>
<td>225 (13.6%)</td>
<td>221 (13.4%)</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>352 (21.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1662</td>
<td>79.37</td>
<td>294 (17.7%)</td>
<td>288 (17.3%)</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>175 (10.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>112.72</td>
<td>350 (20.1%)</td>
<td>340 (20.2%)</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>95 (5.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1683</td>
<td>143.65</td>
<td>387 (23%)</td>
<td>354 (21%)</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>41 (2.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1687</td>
<td>193.75</td>
<td>427 (25.3%)</td>
<td>362 (21.5%)</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>29 (1.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>1687</td>
<td>264.27</td>
<td>455 (27%)</td>
<td>367 (21.7%)</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>29 (1.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. [http://mizar.cs.ualberta.ca/~mptp/hh/theorems_results.tar.gz](http://mizar.cs.ualberta.ca/~mptp/hh/theorems_results.tar.gz)

2. [http://mizar.cs.ualberta.ca/~mptp/hh/advised_theorems_results.tar.gz](http://mizar.cs.ualberta.ca/~mptp/hh/advised_theorems_results.tar.gz)
4 Conclusion and Future Work

What we did seems straightforward. Inside HOL Light we encoded the translation to TPTP using MESON, introduced some bookkeeping to keep track of available theorems, implemented the calls to the premise advisor, and hooked these functions to suitable places. Outside HOL Light, most of the work was in researching how to use and synchronize Adams’ dependency data. Training the basic naive Bayes premise selection and providing the trained advisor is now a standard technology done already many times.

We might have made mistakes in tweaking the HOL Light data and functions for our purpose, and one reason for this workshop paper is to expose any serious bugs to better-informed eyes. However even if there were serious issues in exporting the problems in the TPTP format, it still seems that doing what we are attempting to do is quite well-researched today, and the large-theory ATP/AI is out there, ready to be applied to the HOL Light corpora. We have not done any major sanity checking yet w.r.t. the proofs that we obtain. One issue that we became aware of (after the reviews of the first version of the paper) is our use of one global equality predicate, which together with MESON’s removal of type guards can lead to unsound translations. We have not measured the influence of such unsoundness yet. However, HOL Light has methods that import MESON and Ivy proofs, and a lot of relevant work has been done on proof import with Isabelle/Sledgehammer using Metis.

Future work has been mentioned several times. Probably the lowest hanging fruit is to export all the theorems from the corpora in the TFF1 format. This could solve the efficiency and symbol-consistency problems, and allow us to use premise selection externally rather than internally.
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